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19:00 NOTTINGHAM, 1m 2f 50y 

Lexus Nottingham Handicap (Class 6) (3YO only) 

No(Dr) Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 (11) 5038-9 PATCHING 30 
b f Foxwedge - Crinolette

3 9 - 7 Jack Mitchell
G C Bravery

65

Jockey Colours: white, red diamond hoop
Timeform says: Wasn't seen to best effect on reappearance but, having been handicapped
on a standout effort from last year, he looks set to struggle in these events.  (Forecast
41.00)

Notes: 

2 (6) 4-44 TEWAFEEDJ 43 
b g Mawatheeq - It's The War

3 9 - 7 Kevin Stott
K A Ryan

65

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, red stripe, royal blue sleeves, red stars, royal blue cap, red star
Timeform says: Showed a bit in maidens without offering the same scope for improvement
as some of these rivals, well positioned when fourth at Newcastle last month.  (Forecast
23.00)

Notes: 

3 (8) 20964-4 BIZET (IRE) 16 
b g Helmet - Morinda

3 9 - 7p Dane O'Neill
J Ryan

65

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, orange star, orange sleeves, dark blue stars, orange cap, dark blue star
Timeform says: Dropping in the handicap with good reason, regressive as a 2-y-o and
flattered by his proximity when only fourth of 5 in maiden at Chelmsford recently.
Cheekpieces refitted.  (Forecast 34.00)

Notes: 

4 (2) 955591- KING'S COINAGE (IRE) 177 
b g Holy Roman Emperor - Seducing

3 9 - 7h L P Keniry
Ed Walker

65

Jockey Colours: Red, dark blue diamond
Timeform says: Bred to be useful and had a bit to spare despite the margins (½ length)
involved in a Chelmsford handicap in October, so could pull out more with the longer trip
unlikely to be an issue.  (Forecast 12.00)

Notes: 

5 (12) 655- KITSEY (IRE) 210 
b f High Chaparral - Thistlestar

3 9 - 6 Tom Marquand
R Hannon

64

Jockey Colours: Light blue and black stripes, black sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Bound to progress this year based on her physique and the way she
shaped in maidens, crying out for this longer trip, so certainly on the radar on
seasonal/handicap debut.  (Forecast 8.00)

Notes: 

6 (14) 746-113 DANGEROUS ENDS 59 BF 
b g Monsieur Bond - Stolen Glance

3 9 - 5v G Lee
B R Johnson

63

Jockey Colours: Red, light blue stripe, yellow and red halved sleeves, black cap
Timeform says: Took off in February, winning twice at Kempton before being an unlucky
third (poorly placed) in his hat-trick bid at Lingfield. Looks a leading player if returning from 2-
month break in same form.  (Forecast 7.50)

Notes: 

7 (3) 712447- ZAMADANCE 184 
ch g Zamindar - Opera Dancer

3 9 - 5 A Fresu
E A L Dunlop

63

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, pink sleeves
Timeform says: Winner for Sylvester Kirk as a 2-y-o but exposed by the end of the
campaign, so looks vulnerable returning for a new stable.  (Forecast 26.00)

Notes: 

8 (13) 076- MAGIC BEANS 158 
br g Pastoral Pursuits - Jasmeno

3 9 - 4 Charlie Bennett (5)
H Morrison

62
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Jockey Colours: Maroon, black epaulets, maroon sleeves, black stars
Timeform says: Progressed with each run over inadequate trips in maidens, so further
improvement looks assured returning from 5 months off upped in distance for a stable that
does well with their handicap debutants.  (Forecast 9.00)

Notes: 

9 (10) 658-14 AFRICAN GREY 43 BF 
gr g Kheleyf - Elbow Beach

3 9 - 4b P Makin
T D Barron

62

Jockey Colours: Black, yellow star and armlets, red cap
Timeform says: Made winning reappearance at Newcastle in March but underlined his
quirkiness when blowing the start (shaped well subsequently) there last time. Still comfortably
ahead of mark and blinkers back on.  (Forecast 5.00)

Notes: 

10 (4) 5785-65 CANBERRA CLIFFS (IRE) 29 BF 
b f Canford Cliffs - Gloved Hand

3 9 - 4 George Wood (5)
D E Cantillon

62

Jockey Colours: Emerald green and black diamonds, emerald green sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Exposed on the face of it but better than the result on both outings this year,
so not completely discounted with a fitness edge on the bulk of her rivals.  (Forecast
9.00)

Notes: 

11
(15)

4446 BORN TO REASON (IRE) 39 
b c Born To Sea - Laureldean Lady

3 9 - 3t1 Ryan Powell
Kevin Frost

61

Jockey Colours: Dark green, white stripe, white and orange hooped sleeves, dark green cap, orange
spots
Timeform says: Showed some ability in maidens, but didn't do enough at Wolverhampton on
handicap debut last time to suggest he can make an impression in this.  (Forecast 51.00)

Notes: 

12 (5) 3-93560 NAUPAKA 25 
b f Haafhd - Lily Lenor

3 9 - 2 Ben Robinson (7)
B Ellison

60

Jockey Colours: Black and light blue check, black sleeves, light blue armlets, red cap
Timeform says: Has beaten just the 1 rival in 3 handicap outings to date, so quite easy to
pass over in a competitive event such as this.  (Forecast 67.00)

Notes: 

13
(16)

3400-9 UNZIPPED 12 
ch f Captain Gerrard - Justazippy

3 9 - 2 Cam Hardie
Stuart Edmunds

60

Jockey Colours: Dark blue and yellow check, dark blue sleeves, yellow armlets
Timeform says: Appears to have regressed following her encouraging debut at Chester in
September, again offering little in the way of encouragement at Windsor on return.
(Forecast 34.00)

Notes: 

14 (1) 7868-7 BAKER STREET 24 
ch g Bahamian Bounty - Aliante

3 9 - 1 R Kingscote
Tom Dascombe

59

Jockey Colours: Pink, brown star and stars on cap
Timeform says: Might do better at some point, but the fact he made no impact at Lingfield
on handicap bow recently doesn't inspire much confidence.  (Forecast 29.00)

Notes: 

15 (7) 575- HOLYROMAN PRINCESS 214 
b f Holy Roman Emperor - Princess Ellen

3 9 - 0 S J Drowne
B R Millman

58

Jockey Colours: Purple, yellow chevron, diamonds on sleeves, quartered cap
Timeform says: Hinted at ability in maidens last autumn and returns for an in-form yard
upped in trip. Opening mark looks on the stiff side, however.  (Forecast 34.00)

Notes: 

16 (9) 0468 NAVAJO STAR (IRE) 23 
b f Mastercraftsman - Champagne Aerial

3 8 - 8 Liam Jones
M Appleby

52

Jockey Colours: Dark green, yellow cross belts, halved sleeves, dark green and black hooped cap
Timeform says: Looks limited on early evidence, no impact in a Chelmsford handicap
recently, so others are more appealing.  (Forecast 41.00)

Notes: 
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TIMEFORM VIEW: MAGIC BEANS has all the hallmarks of a potentially progressive handicapper
this season having shaped with promise over inadequate trips last season for a stable that often takes
the patient approach, so he's taken to make a winning return at the expense of fellow handicap
debutant Kitsey, with African Grey well respected provided his temperament can be kept in check.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: MAGIC BEANS 
2: KITSEY 
3: AFRICAN GREY


